Statement of Work

This Agreement is entered into by Xplore Enterprises, LLC dba Xplore (“Xplore”) and {$Company} (“{$Company}”) and sets forth certain terms to facilitate a one-time development between the parties. The parties have entered into a Nondisclosure Agreement, and the terms of that agreement remain in force and effect and cover the exchange of confidential information by the parties in connection with this Agreement.

1. Xplore Platform. Xplore provides the Xplore Platform, a cloud-based platform for widget creation.

2. Statements of Work. The parties agree to develop two Statements of Work (“SOW”) as follows:
   a. Widget Development: Xplore will complete the implementation of a widget design and development. {$AdditionalDevelopment}
   b. Implementation and Hosting: Xplore will provide access to {$Company} for practice, training, experimentation, development, and testing as needed for this SOW. This SOW does not include the license and use of Xplore for production hosting purposes.

3. Payment & Schedule. Upon delivery of this development, Xplore will invoice {$Company} for a payment of ${$Amount|number_format} which will be considered the full and fixed payment for these SOWs and will be paid upon Net 30 terms. Xplore will complete work within four weeks of the execution of this SOW.

Xplore Enterprises, LLC                  {$Company}
By:_____________________________        By:_____________________________
Name:_____________________________      Name:_____________________________
Title:_____________________________        Title:_____________________________
Date:_____________________________        Date:_____________________________